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Abstract— Approximate computing is an emerging approach
for reducing the energy consumption and design complexity
in many applications where accuracy is not a crucial neces-
sity. In this study, ultra-efficient imprecise 4:2 compressor and
multiplier circuits as the building blocks of the approximate
computing systems are proposed. The proposed compressor uses
only one majority gate which is different from the conventional
design methods using AND- OR and XOR logics. Furthermore,
the majority gate is the fundamental logic block in many of the
emerging majority-friendly nanotechnologies such as quantum-
dot cellular automata (QCA) and single-electron transistor (SET).
The proposed circuits are designed using FinFET as a current
industrial technology and are simulated with HSPICE at 7nm
technology node. The results indicate that our imprecise com-
pressor is superior to its previous counterparts in terms of delay,
power consumption, power delay product (PDP) and area, and
improves these parameters on average by 32%, 68%, 78%, and
66%, respectively. In addition, the proposed efficient approximate
multiplier is utilized in image multiplying as an important image
processing application. The HSPICE and MATLAB simulations
indicate that the proposed inexact multiplier provides a signif-
icant compromise between accuracy and design efficiency for
approximate computing.

Index Terms— Approximate computing, compressor,
multiplier, majority logic, FinFET, emerging technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing of the density and complexity of nanoscale
digital integrated circuits have led to considerably higher

power density and heat dissipation in modern VLSI chips.
The high power density increases the leakage currents and
reduces the reliability and lifetime of integrated circuits.
Moreover, the energy consumption has become very critical
especially in battery operated portable electronic devices [1].
An emerging paradigm for reducing the energy dissipation is
to use approximate computing in applications where a high
accuracy is not a crucial necessity.

Computation’s errors and imprecisions can be tolerated in
these applications, while having understandable and beneficial
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outcomes that are perceptible enough for human realization.
Actually, with a reasonable reduction in preciseness, many
circuit parameters such as the number of devices, energy
consumption, delay and area can be reduced. Accordingly,
approximate computing is a successful solution for fast com-
putation in error tolerant applications to reach simpler circuits
with more energy efficiency [2], [3]. It is notable that, as a
design paradigm, approximate computing can be applied in
various design levels of abstraction such as transistor, logic,
algorithmic, architecture and software [4].

Multiplier is one of the most widely used and power-
hungry arithmetic blocks in many digital systems [5]. Because
of the complex structure of hardware multipliers and as
they are generally placed on the critical path of digital sys-
tems, using approximate computing can deliver considerable
improvements regarding the system’s performance and energy
dissipation [2], [6].

Multiplication operation is typically carried out in three
phases: 1) partial products generation using AND gates;
2) partial products reduction; 3) final products generation
by means of an adder structure [7]. Considering these three
steps, partial products reduction is the most important step in
terms of energy consumption and area [7]. Efficient circuitry
for this stage can be realized with efficient approximate 4:2
compressors. Accordingly, many efficient exact and imprecise
compressors with different levels of efficiencies in hardware
and accuracy related parameters have already been presented
in the literature [2], [3], [8]–[14]. These approximate compres-
sors sacrifice accuracy for energy to different extents and are
useful for different imprecise applications. Moreover, exten-
sive studies have been conducted in the area of approximate
multipliers targeting approximate partial product generation,
delivering promising results [6].

Scaling of the planar MOSFET has led to some critical
problems such as reduced gate control, drain-induced barrier
lowering (DIBL), threshold voltage variation, and consider-
ably high power densities [15]. The FinFET device with a
three-dimensional tri-gate structure has been evolved as a
successful replace for the planar MOSFET. FinFET signifi-
cantly enhances gate control, reduces short channel effects,
and increases Ion/Io f f ratio. Moreover, the intrinsic body of
FinFET eliminates the random dopant fluctuations as an
important factor for threshold voltage variations [16]. How-
ever, FinFET suffers from self-heating effect and higher power
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density as the confined narrow fins decrease the thermal con-
ductivity of the channel. Therefore, low-power design methods
such as imprecise computing can also help to address this
issue [3].

Accordingly, proposing energy and area efficient approxi-
mate compressors and multipliers based on FinFET is of high
significance. Moreover, as FinFET is the leading technology
of the current electronics industry, the results will be more
beneficial and of interest for the scientists and engineers
working in this area.

In this article, we propose ultra-efficient approximate 4:2
compressor and multiplier designs based on majority logic.
The proposed compressor is designed to make a trade-off
between error distance and transistor count. While this design
has only 12 transistors, it generates no false output with an
error distance value of greater than 1. Furthermore, unlike
the previous approximate compressors, which were designed
based on AND/OR and XOR logics, our compressor is based
on the majority logic, which leads to a more efficient imprecise
multiplier. As the Sum output of this majority-based compres-
sor is equal to 1, the reduction and final addition stages of the
approximate multiplier realizing by this compressor become
much more simpler. This leads to a considerably lower number
of transistors and a shorter critical path, which result in lower
power and propagation delay. It is also noteworthy that as
the majority logic is the building block in many emerging
nanotechnologies, our approach is also very convenient for
approximate computing based on nanotechnologies.

The circuit parameters are evaluated using HSPICE and
7nm FinFET technology. Furthermore, important accuracy and
quality metrics are investigated for the approximate multipliers
using MATLAB. It is notable that the main essence of the
approximate computing is to decrease the design complexity
and energy dissipation considerably in comparison with the
exact structures, while sustaining a certain quality. Accord-
ingly, two figure of merits (FOMs), considering both quality
and efficiency factors, are also calculated for the approximate
multipliers. These metrics indicate that our design provides an
effective trade-off between quality and efficiency for approx-
imate computing.

The rest of this study is organized as follows: Section II
briefly reviews the backgrounds of this research. The proposed
designs are presented in Section III. The comprehensive sim-
ulation results and comparisons are given in Section IV, and
finally, Section V concludes the study.

II. BACKGROUNDS

A. FinFET

FinFET is a quasi-planar multi-gate transistor with an ultra-
thin body. In a FinFET, the gate dominantly controls the
thin channel from multiple sides, which leads to a smaller
subthreshold swing, a lower DIBL and a higher Ion/Io f f ratio.
Moreover, the fully depleted undoped body of FinFET resolves
random dopant fluctuations and leads to a higher carrier mobil-
ity. Accordingly, FinFET has emerged as a feasible replace for
the planar MOSFET at deep nanoscale technologies [17], [18].
Figure 1 shows the structure of a tri-gate FinFET. The driving

Fig. 1. Structure of a FinFET device.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the 4:2 compressor.

current of a FinFET can be expressed as [17]

ID = β NFin
2HFin + TSi

L
(VGS − Vth)

α (1)

where, NFin is the number of fins and Tsi and HFin denote the
thickness and height of the fins, which are usually fixed in a
specific technology for fabrication related reasons. Moreover,
α and β are fitting constants.

While FinFET has excellent electrical characteristics, it suf-
fers from self-heating effect and higher power density as
the thin fins decrease the thermal conductivity of the chan-
nel [19]. Self-heating can increase leakage currents and
degrade the performance and lifetime of digital circuits.
Approximate computing as an effective approach for low-
ering the energy dissipation is also useful for handling
these device-related negative issues at higher design levels of
abstraction [3].

B. Compressors

Compressors are used for implementing the partial products
reduction stage in high-performance and energy-efficient mul-
tipliers [7]. The general schematic of an exact 4:2 compressor
is shown in Fig. 2. The exact 4:2 compressor has four main
inputs (x1, x2, x3, x4) and two main outputs (Sum and Carry).
Furthermore, an input carry (Cin) comes from the preceding
block of lower significance and an output carry (Cout ) goes to
the next block of higher significance. The output equations of
the conventional 4:2 compressor can be expressed as [7]

Sum = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4 ⊕ Cin (2)

Carry = (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4) · Cin

+ (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4) · x4 (3)

Cout = (x1 ⊕ x2) · x3 + (x1 ⊕ x2) · x1 (4)
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By increasing the importance of the energy consumption
and heat dissipation in recent integrated circuits, approx-
imate circuits have become more interesting. Accordingly,
many efficient 4:2 approximate compressors have already been
presented in the literature [2], [3], [9]–[14]. Most of these
imprecise structures have ignored Cin and Cout as an effective
approach for enhancing design efficiency.

In [2], two state-of-the-art designs for approximate 4:2 com-
pressors have been proposed and used in an 8-bit Dadda
multiplier. The second design, which ignores Cin and Cout

signals, is more efficient and makes an excellent trade-off
between preciseness and performance factors. This structure
is based on the XNOR and NOR logics and can be designed
efficiently at the transistor level with 26 transistors.

In [9], a dual-quality structure for 4:2 compressor with the
capability of switching between the exact and approximate
operating modes during runtime has been proposed. The
overall structure of this compressor includes two approximate
and supplementary parts. The most effective approximate
component of [9] (DQ4:2C4), which operates based on the
XOR and AND-OR logics can be implemented efficiently at
the transistor level with 26 transistors.

Since the XOR logic usually increases the area and power
consumption, a different approach has been presented in
in [10], which replaces XOR gates with the OR gates in some
cases. This structure can be implemented at the transistor level
with 36 transistors.

The approximate 4:2 compressor presented in [12] has been
designed by modifying the truth table of the design presented
in [11]. This approach, which considerably improves the
design performance and efficiency compared to [11], is based
on the XOR and AND-OR logics and can be implemented
efficiently with 30 transistors.

In [13], an approximate 4:2 compressor has been suggested
based on some revisions on the truth table of the exact
compressor. The Boolean logic functions of the most efficient
4:2 compressor presented in this work can be implemented
with 30 transistors.

Another approximate 4:2 compressor based on the AND-OR
logics has been presented in [14], which can be imple-
mented efficiently with 20 transistors. However, existence of
a four-input NOR gate in this design degrade its performance
and efficiency to some extent.

In some of these approaches, higher accuracies have been
achieved with the cost of more transistors and higher delay
and power dissipation. However, as can be observed in some
effective approaches like [2], significant reduction of the area
and energy consumption, while providing an acceptable level
of preciseness, is the main goal in approximate computing.

In the next section, the proposed approximate compressor
will be discussed. It is noteworthy that the proposed compres-
sor significantly reduces the number of transistors, while trying
to restrict the error distance. Moreover, unlike the discussed
previous circuits, which were mainly designed based on the
AND/OR and XOR logics, it is designed based the on majority
logic, which leads to a more efficient imprecise multiplier
and makes it compatible with the emerging majority-based
nanotechnologies.

TABLE I

THE TRUTH TABLE OF PROPOSED APPROXIMATE 4:2 COMPRESSOR

III. PROPOSED APPROXIMATE DESIGNS

The recent imprecise compressors have usually been
designed based on the AND-OR and XOR logics. Using
the XOR logic increases the overall switching activity [20]
and consequently the dynamic power. On the other hand,
recent studies have shown that using majority logic can
lead to a higher design efficiency in comparison with the
other common implementations in emerging nanotechnolo-
gies [21]–[24]. In this section, our proposed majority-based
imprecise 4:2 compressor and multiplier structures are
presented.

A. Imprecise 4:2 Compressor

The proposed approximate 4:2 compressor operates accord-
ing to the equations given in (5)-(7). In our design, similar to
other designs like [2], the Cin and Cout signals are ignored for
design efficiency reasons. In addition, the inputs x1, x3 and x4
are given to a majority gate that produces the Carry output.
Furthermore, Sum is considered constant and equal to ‘1’, and
no additional hardware is required for calculating the Sum
value. This great simplification causes a significant reduction
in the overall energy consumption and propagation delay of
the design.

Cout = Cin = 0 (5)

Carry = Majori ty (x1, x3, x4) = x4 (x1+x3)+x1x3 (6)

Sum = VD D (7)

The truth table of the proposed design is shown in Table I.
A basic concern in designing the approximate blocks is to
minimize the error distance (ED) between the outcomes of
the exact and inexact designs.

The error distance is defined as the arithmetic distance
between a false output and its correct value [25]. As an
example in Table I, when all inputs are ‘1’, the decimal value
of the sum of the inputs is 4. However, the approximate
compressor produces ‘1’ for both Carry and Sum outputs,
which results in a decimal value of 3 and consequently an error
distance of –1. It is notable that there is no false output with
an ED value of 2 and greater in the proposed approach. These
erroneous outputs can lead to unacceptably great errors when
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Fig. 3. The proposed approximate 4:2 compressor (a) Block diagram.
(b) Circuit design.

Fig. 4. Layout view of the he proposed approximate 4:2 compressor.

the compressor is utilized in the structure of an approximate
multiplier. Moreover, the error distances with opposite signs
such as −1 and +1 can mutually diminish each other’s impact
in the structure of a multiplier.

The proposed approximate 4:2 compressor is shown
in Fig. 3. The proposed imprecise design has a very simple
structure and includes only one majority gate. The majority
gate is designed with 12 transistors based on the complemen-
tary logic style. The proposed design superiorly reduces the
number of transistors and critical path length and consequently
the power consumption and delay as compared to its previous
counterparts.

The layout of the proposed approximate compressor,
designed based on the FinFET layout design rules reported
iný [26] and on the fin grid of 7nm, is shown in Fig. 4.

According to (1), the driving current of a FinFET can be
enhanced by using multiple parallel fins as channel. However,
this also significantly increases the total switching capacitance
due to the three-dimensional structure of FinFET and enlarges
the cell area due to the considerable fin pitch overhead.

Accordingly, as the energy consumption and area are two
significant factors in approximate computing, and given that
the electrons and holes can have near mobilities in the Fin-
FETs [17], single-fin devices are used.

The majority gate is the basic logic block in many
emerging technologies such as quantum-dot cellular automata
(QCA), single electron tunneling (SET), magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ), nanomagnetic logic (NML), tunneling phase
logic (TPL) and memristor [27]. Moreover, realization of the
majority logic based on DNA has been demonstrated in [28].
The obtainability of efficient majority gate implementations in
these emerging devices makes our proposed design also very
convenient for approximate computing based on the emerging
nanotechnologies.

B. Approximate Multiplier

In high-performance multipliers the reduction stage, as the
most critical and power-hungry stage, is implemented using
compressors [7]. Using approximate compressors in this stage
results in an approximate multiplier [2]. The general struc-
ture of an approximate 8-bit Dadda multiplier, based on the
4:2 compressors ignoring Cin and Cout , has been described
in [2]. In this structure, the partial products are generated using
an array of the AND gates and are reduced mainly based on
the approximate compressors. Finally, in the last stage, a ripple
carry adder (RCA) generates the final products.

The reduction circuitry of the modified version of the
approximate 8-bit Dadda multiplier, realized by the proposed
imprecise compressor is shown in Fig. 5. In this structure,
to improve the performance and efficiency of the approxi-
mate multiplier with a negligible impact on its preciseness,
the first four least significant columns of the partial products
can be truncated [12]. Moreover, using exact computing for
the high significant bits can lead to a considerably higher
accuracy [12]–[14]. However, using exact compressors reduces
the efficiency of the approximate multiplier. Furthermore,
obtaining a preciseness more than a certain level but with
a higher energy consumption is not desired in approximate
applications. Therefore, to make an effective trade-off between
the preciseness and performance parameters for approximate
computing, we use exact compressors for the last five high
significant bits at the output. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 5,
only four of all 16 compressors are exact, which significantly
enhances the accuracy with a low hardware cost.

In the first step, three half-adders, two full-adder and six
proposed imprecise compressors are utilized to reduce the
partial products into at most four rows. It is notable that
the half adder and full adder cells with the conventional
complementary logic style [31] are used in this stage.

In the second stage, a full adder, three exact compressors [8]
and six proposed imprecise compressors are used. However,
five of these compressors (specified with dashed lines) have
one ‘1’ input logic, as the Sum outputs of the compressors in
the previous step are equal to ‘1’. As a three-input majority
gate with one ‘1’ input operates as a two-input OR gate, these
12-tarnsistor compressors are replaced with conventional OR
gates with only six transistors. As the proposed compressor
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Fig. 5. Partial product reduction circuitry of the proposed approximate multiplier.

ignores the x2 input, one of the partial products is not required
in each of the approximate compressors in the first stage and
the first one in the second stage. As a result, seven AND
gates are reduced from the partial product generator stage of
the proposed multiplier.

In the RCA step, the first module is a half adder with one
‘1’ input, which can be replaced with just an inverter gate as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Moreover, as the three-input XOR and
majority gates with one ‘1’ input operate as two-input XNOR
and OR gates, respectively, each of the next four full adders
with one ‘1’ input (Sum of the previous step compressor) are
replaced with a two-input XNOR (Sum) and a two-input OR
(Cout). It is notable that the six-transistor CMOS+ design
presented in [31] are utilized for two-input XNORs.

Accordingly, by utilizing the proposed imprecise com-
pressor, the delay, number of the transistors (as a crite-
rion for the circuit complexity) and consequently the total
energy consumption of the whole multiplier are significantly
reduced.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The compressors and multipliers are simulated using
HSPICE with 7nm FinFET technology [32], [33] at 0.7V sup-
ply voltage and 2 GHz frequency. Some important parameters
of the FinFET model are listed in Tables II.

A. Compressors

To have a fair comparison, the optimized Boolean functions
of the previous imprecise compressors are implemented at
the transistor level using FinFETs. Moreover, the imprecise
compressors, which have ignored Cin and Cout as an effective

TABLE II

THE IMPORTANT PARAMETERS OF THE 7nm FINFET MODEL [32]

approach for enhancing design efficiency, are considered for
comparison.

The input signals are entered to the compressors via input
buffers (two cascaded inverters) and fan-out-of-four (FO4)
inverter loads are inserted at the outputs. The longest interval
between the instant that the earliest input reaches VD D/2 and
the moment that the last output reaches VD D/2 is calculated
as the propagation delay. To evaluate the power consumption
of the compressors, exhaustive input patterns, considering all
of the possible input transitions have been generated using
a C++ code and have been fed into each design as the
input stimuli through HSPICE simulation. Furthermore, long
streams of random input combinations are generated to esti-
mate the power consumption of the multipliers using HSPICE
simulation. The power-delay product (PDP) is also calculated
to make a clearer assessment of the energy efficiency of the
designs. Moreover, to compare the areas, the layouts of the
FinFET-based compressors have been designed efficiently on
the fin grid of 7nm and based on the FinFET layout design
rules reported in [26].
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TABLE III

SIMULATION RESULTS OF 4:2 COMPRESSORS

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF THE MULTIPLIERS BASED

ON DIFFERENT 4:2 COMPRESSORS

The most efficient exact 4:2 compressor presented in [8]
and the imprecise 4:2 compressors are compared in Table III.
According to the results, the proposed design has the lowest
number of transistors, delay, power consumption and PDP as
compared to the other state-of-the-art 4:2 compressors.

This is due to the simple structure of the proposed com-
pressor consisting of just one majority gate (generating the
Carry output) and the constant value of ‘1’ assigned to the
Sum output. In addition to the significantly smaller area, this
also reduces the propagation delay and switching activity
and consequently the power dissipation of our design. The
proposed circuit improves the delay, power, PDP and area
on average by 32%, 68%, 78% and 66%, respectively as
compared to the previous designs listed in Table III.

B. Approximate Multipliers

In this section, the hardware efficiency and accuracy para-
meters of the approximate multipliers are evaluated and ana-
lyzed.

1) Hardware Analysis: The exact compressor-based 8-bit
Dadda multiplier [8], the approximate 8-bit Dadda multiplier
(with truncated four LSB columns and exact four MSB
columns) based on different imprecise compressors and the
proposed design are simulated using HSPICE with the 7nm
FinFET technology. The worst-case critical path delay, average
power consumption, PDP and the total number of transistors
for different multipliers under study are given in Table IV. The
proposed multiplier has the lowest propagation delay, power
dissipation and PDP compared to the other designs due to the
quite simpler structure of the proposed compressor as well
as the very simplified structure of the multiplier as described
in Section III. Our proposed multiplier improves the delay,

TABLE V

ACCURACY METRICS OF THE APPROXIMATE MULTIPLIERS

power, PDP and the number of transistors on average by
39%, 40%, 61% and 31%, respectively, as compared to other
multipliers listed in Table IV.

2) Accuracy Analysis: The accuracy factors of the consid-
ered multipliers are investigated in this section based on the
results obtained by the MATLAB simulations.

In addition to the error distance parameter as a metric for
determining the output quality, some other more illustrative
metrics, such as error rate (ER), mean relative error distance
(MRED) and normalized mean error distance (NMED) can be
considered to assess the output quality of the approximate
circuits in error resilient applications [34], [35].

Error rate is calculated as the probability of producing an
incorrect result. Furthermore, MRED, which is the average
value of all possible relative error distances, is expressed by

M RE D = 1

22N

22N�

i=1

|E Di |
Mi

(8)

where, N is the bit length of multiplier, and EDi and Mi are
the error distance (distance between the exact and approxi-
mate outputs) and exact result for each combination of input
operands, respectively.

The NMED metric, which is the mean error distance nor-
malized by the maximum value of error that an inaccurate
multiplier can have, is calculated as

N M E D = 1

22N (2N −1)
2

22N�

i=1

|E Di | (9)

The accuracy metrics of the multipliers are presented
in Table V. The results were achieved by applying all
65536 numbers for the 8-bit multipliers. The results indicate
high error rate for all of the imprecise multipliers (relatively
higher for our design). This is mainly due to the truncation
of the four low significant columns. However, in imprecise
applications the error distance related parameters are of more
significance. The proposed multiplier has a slightly less MRED
than that obtained by the multiplier realized by the compressor
presented in [2], while, it has a greater MRED compared to
the other multipliers.

However, it is noteworthy that in many imprecise appli-
cations such as those, which deal with the human senses,
the difference between the exact and inaccurate results (for
instance, the difference between the exact and inexact colors
in a pixel) is more important than their relative difference.
Moreover, in these applications obtaining an accuracy more
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Fig. 6. The FOM1 factor for the considered approximate multipliers.

than a certain level but with a higher energy consumption is not
desired. Accordingly, in these cases the NMED metric would
be more illustrative. The proposed design has an acceptable
NMED as an approximate multiplier, which is not much higher
than most of the previous designs. It is notable that the
multipliers of [12] and [13], obtains lower NMEDs with high
energy and transistor count costs (see Table IV).

To make a trade-off between preciseness and energy-
efficiency, an illustrative figure of merit was suggested in [9] as
(PDP×delay×area/(1−NMED)). While our multiplier has a
considerably lower delay and transistor count compared to the
other designs, to have a fairer comparison, we have modified
this factor as

FO M1 = P DP

1 − N M E D
(10)

The FOM1 factor for each of the approximate multipliers
is shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, a design with a smaller
FOM1 value reaches a better hardware-accuracy trade-off.

The results indicate that the proposed design has on average
61% smaller FOM1 factor compared to the other designs.
Accordingly, the proposed multiplier obtains a better trade-off
between accuracy and energy-efficiency, as the main objective
of the approximate computing, especially in applications like
imprecise image multiplication.

C. Image Multiplication

In this section, to evaluate the effectiveness of the consid-
ered imprecise multipliers in real applications, they are utilized
in image multiplication, as one of the most essential operations
in image processing. A program has been developed using
MATLAB to multiply two images pixel by pixel using the
discussed approximate multipliers. The peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) as a common metric for image quality assessment
is calculated to evaluate the preciseness of the output images.
The PSNR metric is defined as [36]

PSN R = 10 log10

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

m × p × M AX2
I

m−1�
i=0

p−1�
j=0

[I (i, j) − K (i, j)]2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(11)

TABLE VI

THE PSNRS FOR THE IMAGE MULTIPLICATIONS USING APPROXIMATE
MULTIPLIERS REALIZED BY DIFFERENT COMPRESSORS

Fig. 7. Multiplied images of the sky and boat images using different 8-bit
multiplier based on different inexact 4:2 compressors.

where, MAXI is the maximum value of each pixel, m and p
are the image dimensions and I (i, j) and K (i, j) are in turn
the exact and obtained values for each pixel.

Our comprehensive simulation results have authenticated
that the proposed design provides PSNRs greater than 40dB
in various image multiplications, while a PSNR of 30dB can
be considered as good enough [14]. The PSNR values for
five image multiplication examples are presented in Table VI.
According to the results, the proposed multiplier provides good
PSNRs, while it leads considerably better performance and
energy parameters.

In order to provide an observable impression regarding
the impact of the approximate multiplications on the image
qualities, as an example, the multiplied images of the sky
and boat images using different approximate multipliers are
illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be concluded from the results
that the difference between the outputs of the exact and the
approximate multipliers is not significant.

To have an illustrative evaluation about the appropriateness
of different approximate designs for image multiplication,
both quality and performance metrics should be taken into
consideration. A figure of merit metric has been defined in [37]
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Fig. 8. The FOM2 factor for the considered approximate multipliers.

as “PSNR2× area saving × power saving”. In this metric,
the delay parameter, which is one of the most important perfor-
mance parameters in arithmetic circuits, is ignored. Moreover,
it considers both power and area savings, simultaneously,
which does not seem to be fair as the effects of area saving is
somehow considered in the power saving. Accordingly, to have
a fairer comparison, we use a modified FOM as

FO M2 = Power saving × Delay saving × PSN R2 (12)

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the FOM2 factors of the
approximate multipliers. According to the results, the proposed
multiplier has a significantly greater FOM2 as compared to the
other designs (10.2x). The results indicate that the proposed
design achieves the best trade-off between the quality and
efficiency as compared to the other designs in approximate
multiplication. It is noteworthy that the in addition to the
considerably greater FOM2, the proposed approximate mul-
tiplier also significantly reduces the number of transistors (see
Table IV) that can result in a higher yield and consequently
lower fabrication costs.

V. CONCLUSION

As the inexact computing is a brilliant method for energy
efficient computation at nanoscale, in this study an ultra-
efficient 4:2 approximate compressor based on the majority-
gate logic has been presented. The proposed design has a
simple structure and shows significant improvements in terms
of transistor count, power consumption and delay as compared
to its counterparts. This structure is proper for the current and
future VLSI technologies, especially for the majority-friendly
emerging nanotechnologies like QCA and SET. Moreover,
the approximate compressors have been utilized in the reduc-
tion circuitry of the Dadda multiplier and the application of
these approximate multipliers in image processing, especially
in image multiplication, has been investigated. Some crucial
metrics for measuring the accuracy of the outputs, such as
MRED, NMED and PSNR have been evaluated in MAT-
LAB for the approximate multipliers. In addition, compre-
hensive figure of merits, considering both quality and design
efficiency, have been considered. The proposed multiplier
has significantly improved the number of transistors, critical
path delay and energy dissipation as compared to the other
designs. In addition, the FOMs of the proposed multiplier

are significantly better that those of the other approximate
multipliers. Accordingly, the proposed imprecise multiplier
provides a significant compromise between the performance
characteristics and preciseness for approximate computing.
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